Introduction {#sec1}
============

The chemical and structural flexibility of the pyrochlore materials (A~2~B~2~O~7~) has attracted significant interest in recent years. This has led to a variety of applications, including those related to nuclear fission, with pyrochlores and pyrochlore-based materials being proposed as both matrices for immobilization and as advanced inert matrix fuels.^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ One of the key criteria for determining the applicability of a material for such applications is how it responds to the damaging effects of radiation, that is, its propensity to amorphise. An advantage of pyrochlores in this context is their ability to transform to different structures as the composition or conditions vary. The pyrochlore structure (**A**, space group *Fd*--3*m*) shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a is an ordered derivative of fluorite (AO~2~), with the removal of 1/8 of the oxygen atoms.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ This produces two types of cation sites: an eight-coordinate A site (typically occupied by 2+ or 3+ cations), and a six-coordinate B site (usually occupied by smaller 5+ or 4+ cations). The stability of this structure is indicated by the relative ratio of the A and B site cations, *r*~A~/*r*~B~, with pyrochlore stable when this is between 1.46 and 1.78. Below 1.46 a transformation to a defect fluorite structure (with disorder on both cation and anion lattices) is expected while, above 1.78, materials are predicted to adopt a layered perovskite-related (La~2~Ti~2~O~7~) structure, as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b.^[@ref8]−[@ref11]^ There are four crystallographically distinct types of La and Ti sites in this structure. Materials that exhibit this structural type have been investigated for uses in photocatalysis and electrical applications that exploit their piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ There has been some debate over the exact structure adopted by La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ itself, with two suggested forms; monoclinic (*P*2~1~)^[@ref8]^ (**B**, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) and orthorhombic (*Pna*2~1~)^[@ref9]^ (**C**, see [Supporting Information, Figure S1.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)). The structures have two similar unit cell lengths (of ∼7.8 and ∼5.5 Å), with the remaining length twice as large in **C** than in **B** (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for more detail). Although subsequent work appears to confirm the presence of a monoclinic structure, it is not clear whether an orthorhombic modification exists, or whether the twinned nature of the crystals studied led to an incorrect choice of symmetry in the earlier work.^[@ref8]−[@ref11]^

![Structure of (a) La~2~Sn~2~O~7~ pyrochlore, **A**, and (b) the monoclinic form of La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ layered perovskite,^[@ref8]^**B** (with the four different Ti sites highlighted). Dashed lines indicate the unit cell. Information on the orthorhombic model of La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ (**C**) is given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf).](jp-2016-069624_0001){#fig1}

The physical and chemical properties of ceramics are intimately linked to their local structure and disorder. However, the study of disordered materials can be challenging, particularly if more than one phase is present, with many diffraction-based approaches providing information only on the average structure. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, with its sensitivity to the local structural environment, without the need for any long-range order, has proven a useful element-specific and complementary tool when studying disorder in solids, with both the isotropic chemical shift and the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) shown to be highly dependent on the number, nature, and position of the surrounding atoms.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ More recently, the simultaneous use of theoretical calculations alongside experiment has seen a significant increase in popularity, aiding the interpretation and assignment of the complex spectra that are frequently observed for disordered solids.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ This combined approach (often termed NMR crystallography) has previously been applied to the investigation of cation disorder in Y~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~ pyrochlore solid solutions, demonstrating no significant mixing of the A and B site cations were observed, but that Sn and Ti were randomly distributed on the B sites.^[@ref18]−[@ref20]^ More recently, NMR crystallography was applied to the Y~2~(Sn,Zr)~2~O~7~ compositional series, where a transition to a defect fluorite phase was expected for Zr-rich compositions.^[@ref21]^ NMR was able to demonstrate the presence of a significant two-phase region in this series, from Y~2~Sn~1.8~Zr~0.2~O~7~ to Y~2~Sn~0.4~Zr~1.6~O~7~, with the compositions of the phases present shown to differ greatly.

In this work, we utilize NMR spectroscopy and density functional theory (DFT) calculations to study La~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~, where a phase transition from a pyrochlore (La~2~Sn~2~O~7~, where *r*~A~/*r*~B~ = 1.68) to a layered perovskite phase (La~2~Ti~2~O~7~, where *r*~A~/*r*~B~ = 1.92) is expected. We exploit a combination of experiment and computation to consider the number and composition of the phases present for each of the nominal starting compositions, and how the phase transition progresses. We also use DFT calculations to investigate the preferred position and distribution of the substituted cations in each of the two phases, and consider the consistency of our data with the suggested (i.e., **B** and **C**) structural models for La~2~Ti~2~O~7~. This NMR crystallographic study provides more detailed structural information than is available from laboratory X-ray diffraction and demonstrates the future potential of this approach for the investigation of disordered solids.

Experimental and Computational Methods {#sec2}
======================================

Synthesis {#sec2.1}
---------

Samples in the system La~2~Sn~2--*x*~Ti~*x*~O~7~ were prepared in two batches, the first batch consisting of 11 samples from *x* = 0 to *x* = 2, in steps of 0.2. Subsequently, a second batch of samples from *x* = 1.8 to *x* = 1.95 (with *x* varying in steps of 0.05) was prepared. Both sets of samples were prepared under identical conditions, using stoichiometric amounts of La~2~O~3~ (Sigma-Aldrich 99.9%), TiO~2~ (Sigma-Aldrich 99%), and SnO~2~ (Sigma-Aldrich 99.9%), which were predried overnight to remove CO~2~ and H~2~O before weighing. These powders were then ball milled for 16 h in isopropanol with zirconia media, dried, sieved and (uniaxially) pressed into pellets. The pellets were then heated at 1673 K for 48 h, with a ramp rate of 5 K min^--1^. After cooling, the samples were ground for both X-ray diffraction and MAS NMR analysis.

X-ray Diffraction {#sec2.2}
-----------------

Structural analysis was undertaken by X-ray powder diffraction using a Bruker D2 Phaser, with weighted Cu Kα (λ = 1.54184 Å) radiation. The angular range was 5° to 90° with a step size of 0.02° and a step duration of 0.4 s. Powder patterns are shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf), across two compositional ranges, with [Figure S2.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) showing the complete compositional range and [Figure S2.2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) from La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ -- La~2~Ti~1.6~Sn~0.4~O~7~.

NMR Spectroscopy {#sec2.3}
----------------

NMR spectra were acquired using a Bruker Avance III spectrometer, equipped with a 9.4 T widebore magnet operating at a Larmor frequency of 149.2 MHz for ^119^Sn. Powdered samples were packed into a 4.0 mm ZrO~2~ rotor and rotated at a rate of 14 kHz, using a conventional 4 mm HX probe. Spectra were acquired using a radiofrequency field strength of ∼111 kHz (π/2 ≈ 2.25 μs) and a recycle interval of 30 s and are the result of averaging between 16 and 10688 transients. Spectra were acquired using either a spin echo (to ensure accurate acquisition of any broader components) or a Carr--Purcell--Meiboom--Gill (CPMG)^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ echo train to increase sensitivity. In the latter case, 50 echoes were typically acquired, with a frequency-domain spikelet spacing of between 70 and 100 Hz. Chemical shifts are shown (in ppm) relative to (CH~3~)~4~Sn, measured using a secondary reference of SnO~2~ (δ = −604.3 ppm).^[@ref24]^ The integrated intensities of the spectral resonances were determined using dmfit.^[@ref25]^ CSA parameters were measured using slow MAS (La~2~Sn~2~O~7~, 2 kHz MAS) or CSA-amplified PASS experiments (La~2~Sn~2--*x*~Ti~*x*~O~7~, with *x* = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6), using the pulse sequence of Orr et al.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ PASS-based experiments were carried out at an MAS rate of 10 kHz, and a total scaling factor, *N*~T~, of 6.67, resulting in an apparent MAS rate of 1.5 kHz in the indirect dimension. Spectra are the result of averaging between 78 and 182 transients for each of 16 rows, with a recycle interval of 30 s. Fitting of the sideband patterns in the indirect dimension was carried out using SIMPSON,^[@ref28]^ by comparison to a one-dimensional MAS spectrum (assuming ideal pulses). The root-mean-square (rms) error quoted is that output by SIMPSON, as described in the SIMPSON manual.^[@ref28]^ See the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for further information.

Calculations {#sec2.4}
------------

Periodic DFT calculations were carried out using the CASTEP code (version 8.0) and adopted the PBE exchange-correlation functional.^[@ref29]−[@ref31]^ Core--valence interactions were described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials,^[@ref32]^ taking ZORA scalar relativistic effects into account.^[@ref33]^ A planewave energy cutoff of 50 Ry was used. The first Brillouin zone was sampled through a Monkhorst--Pack grid with a k-point spacing of 0.05 2π/Å. Optimization of atomic coordinates and unit/supercell parameters was carried out starting from literature crystal structures^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ or following Sn/Ti substitutions where appropriate. NMR parameters were computed on the optimized structures employing the gauge-including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) approach^[@ref30]^ to reconstruct the all-electron wave function in the presence of a magnetic field. Calculations were performed either on a cluster at the University of St Andrews, consisting of 300 12-core Intel Westmere nodes, connected with QDR Infiniband or, for larger systems, on ARCHER, the UK High Performance Computing service, a Cray XC30 MPP supercomputer with 4920 24-core Intel Ivy Bridge nodes. Diagonalization of the absolute shielding tensor (σ) yields the three principal components, σ~11~, σ~22~, and σ~33~, from which the principal components of the shift tensor, δ~ii~, can be generated using δ~ii~ = −(σ~ii~ -- σ~ref~)/(1 -- σ~ref~) ≈ −(σ~ii~ -- σ~ref~), ordered such that δ~11~ ≥ δ~22~ ≥ δ~33~. The reference shielding, σ~ref~ (assumed to be ≪1), was determined (by comparing the calculated absolute shielding in La~2~Sn~2~O~7~ to experiment) to be 3243.25 ppm for ^119^Sn. The isotropic shift, δ~iso~, is then given by δ~iso~ = (δ~11~ + δ~22~ + δ~33~)/3. The anisotropy is defined by the span, Ω = δ~11~ -- δ~33~, and the skew, κ = 3 (δ~22~ -- δ~iso~)/Ω, is a measure of the asymmetry of the tensor. Computed structures and NMR parameters were processed using Python scripts extending the CCP-NC MagresPython module.^[@ref34]^

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Cation substitution in La~2~Sn~2--*x*~Ti~*x*~O~7~ is expected to lead to a change from pyrochlore (for Sn-rich compositions) to a layered perovskite structure as the Ti content increases. This change is predicted, by simple radius ratio considerations,^[@ref7]^ to occur at *x* ≈ 0.95. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows ^119^Sn MAS NMR spectra of La~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~, acquired using a spin-echo pulse sequence. The spectrum of the end member, La~2~Sn~2~O~7~ contains a single sharp resonance, at −642 ppm, in good agreement with the previous literature.^[@ref35]^ This corresponds to six-coordinate Sn, confirming that Sn exclusively occupies the B site in the ordered pyrochlore structure. A spectrum of La~2~Sn~2~O~7~ acquired using slow MAS (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)) reveals that the ^119^Sn Ω is 43 (5) ppm and κ is −0.93 (5). This is in reasonable agreement with values calculated using DFT (Ω = 58 ppm and κ = −1.0).

![^119^Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz MAS) NMR spectra of La~2~Sn~2--*x*~Ti~*x*~O~7~, acquired using a spin--echo pulse sequence. Additional spectra acquired with CPMG experiments are shown (as spikelets) for *x* = 0.20 and 0.40.](jp-2016-069624_0002){#fig2}

When *x* = 0.2, two additional sharp resonances are observed, at −647 and −653 ppm, most likely arising from substitution of Ti into the next-nearest neighbor (NNN) B sites in the pyrochlore structure, **A**. The assignment of the resonances can be confirmed using DFT calculations \[following the approach outlined in ref ([@ref18]) (described in more detail in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)), where the local environment of one of the Sn atoms in the unit cell of La~2~Sn~2~O~7~ is systematically modified to include increasing numbers of Ti cations on the six surrounding B sites\]. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a shows the calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ as the number of Sn and Ti NNN are varied. The calculations confirm a decrease in the average ^119^Sn δ~iso~ (of ∼5 ppm) as the first Ti is substituted into the NNN sites, although a range of shifts (of 10 ppm) is observed for each type of NNN environment, as a result of variation in the longer-range structure. A smaller decrease in the average ^119^Sn δ~iso~ is observed upon the substitution of a second Ti, while further substitution appears to result in small shifts back to higher δ (although it should be noted that relatively few points are available for environments with very high Ti content, owing to the nature of the model used, i.e., substitution into a unit cell of La~2~Sn~2~O~7~). While perhaps a little unexpected, this behavior is reminiscent of that observed for ^119^Sn NMR of Y~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~ and Y~2~(Sn,Zr)~2~O~7~ pyrochlores in earlier work.^[@ref18],[@ref21]^ A similar plot against calculated Ω is shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b and reveals a similar trend, with an increase in Ω (of 10--15 ppm) when one Ti is substituted onto the NNN B sites, but a decrease in Ω when a much greater number of Ti are substituted.

![Plot of the number of Sn NNN against (a) calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ and (b) calculated ^119^Sn Ω for Ti substitution into the pyrochlore B sites. See the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for details of the nomenclature.](jp-2016-069624_0003){#fig3}

Owing to the difficulties associated with measuring parameters using slow MAS experiments, particularly if the CSA is small and if there is more than one site present, CSA-amplified PASS experiments^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ were employed (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for more detail). For La~2~Sn~1.8~Ti~0.2~O~7~, La~2~Sn~1.6~Ti~0.4~O~7~, and La~2~Sn~1.4~Ti~0.6~O~7~, Sn species having Sn6 NNN environments had Ω of ∼46 ppm. An increase in Ω was observed for resonances assigned as having Sn5Ti NNN, as predicted by the DFT calculations. For all three materials, the peak corresponding to this environment appeared to consist of two overlapping contributions in the amplified PASS experiments (as shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)) probably arising from small differences in the longer-range structure. Sideband manifolds extracted for both had similar Ω values of 54--60 ppm. Owing to its low intensity, it was not possible to extract Ω for the resonance at −653 ppm. Although, in general, the calculated Ω appears slightly overestimated when compared to experiment, the computed and experimental trends are in good agreement and so support the spectral assignment. Previous ^89^Y CSA measurements on related pyrochlore materials^[@ref20]^ applied a scaling factor to calculated values of Ω for comparison to experiment. This approach has not been employed here owing to the relatively small amount (and the small range) of data available, and only the trends and variations in the measurements are considered.

The calculations represented by [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} confirm that the resonances at −647 and −653 ppm can be assigned to Sn species with Sn5Ti and Sn4Ti2 NNN environments, respectively. However, it is also suggested that it may be difficult to separate and assign resonances corresponding to Sn with differing NNN environments in the pyrochlore phase as the Ti content increases, hence, complicating any analysis. However, it should be noted that the relative intensity of the sharp pyrochlore resonances observed varies very little as *x* increases, perhaps suggesting that there is limited substitution of Ti into this phase. The three sharp signals persist throughout the compositional range shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, through to *x* = 1.8 (which, from radius ratio considerations, should exhibit a layered perovskite structure). This raises the question of whether ^119^Sn signals from the layered perovskite-like phase simply appear at similar shifts to those from the pyrochlore or whether a pyrochlore phase is indeed present from *x* = 0.2 to *x* = 1.8.

As it is not possible to predict NMR parameters for the Sn-free end member La~2~Ti~2~O~7~, to provide further insight DFT calculations were performed for a monoclinic unit cell of La~2~Sn~0.125~Ti~1.875~O~7~ by substitution of one Ti atom with one Sn atom in **B**. As four crystallographically distinct Ti sites are present (Ti1, Ti2, Ti3 and Ti4), four separate structural models, with Sn placed on each of these sites, were constructed before performing geometry optimization and NMR calculations (see [Experimental and Computational Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}). The predicted ^119^Sn δ~iso~ values are shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and are given in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The values range between −584 and −619 ppm, suggesting that the signal at ∼−650 ppm does not result from the layered perovskite phase. The signal in this region can, therefore, be assumed to result from a pyrochlore phase, suggesting a significant two-phase region is present within the series. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} also show that Sn/Ti substitutions in **C** (i.e., La~2~Sn~0.125~Ti~1.875~O~7~, with sites numbered for consistency with the monoclinic form, see the [Supporting Information, Figure S1.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)) give a similar conclusion, with predicted shifts between −583 and −616 ppm. In light of these computational results, a second set of La~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~ samples was prepared, with *x* varying from 1.80 to 1.95 in steps of 0.05. Owing to the low level of Sn in these materials, ^119^Sn spectra were acquired using CPMG experiments, and are shown (as spikelets) in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. CPMG spectra provide greater peak-height signal, but can be less quantitative if there are any significant T~2~ differences between the signals. Above *x* = 1.85, no signal from the pyrochlore phase is observed between −640 and −655 ppm, indicating that this represents the upper limit of the two-phase region observed.

![Plot of relative enthalpy (Δ*H*) against calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ for Sn substitutions in **B** (\*), **B**^**SC**^ (×), and **C** (+) with overlay of the experimental ^119^Sn MAS NMR spectrum for the sample with nominal composition La~2~Sn~0.2~Ti~1.8~O~7~. Δ*H* values are relative to Sn2/Ti2 substitution for **B** and Sn2/Ti2 substitution in **B**^**SC**^ for both **B**^**SC**^ and **C** series.](jp-2016-069624_0004){#fig4}

![^119^Sn (9.4 T, 14 kHz MAS) CPMG NMR spectra (shown as spikelets) of La~2~Sn~2--*x*~Ti~*x*~O~7~, with *x* from 1.80 to 1.95.](jp-2016-069624_0005){#fig5}

###### Calculated (Using DFT) ^119^Sn δ~iso~ for Single Sn/Ti Substitutions in **B**, **B**^**SC**^, and **C**, and Relative Enthalpies, Δ*H*

                 model                                           Sn1     Sn2     Sn3     Sn4
  -------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  δ~iso~ (ppm)   **B**                                           --594   --585   --610   --619
                 **B**^**SC**^                                   --593   --586   --606   --617
                 **C**                                           --588   --583   --609   --617
  Δ*H* (eV)      **B**[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}           0.01    0.00    0.05    0.11
                 **B**^**SC**^[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.02    0.00    0.07    0.13
                 **C**[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}           0.05    0.04    0.07    0.14

Δ*H* relative to Sn/Ti2 substitution in **B**.

Δ*H* relative to Sn/Ti2 substitution in **B**^**SC**^.

Interestingly, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the predicted ^119^Sn shifts for the layered perovskite phase agree with the resonance positions measured experimentally only when Sn is placed on the perovskite-like Ti1 and Ti2 sites, suggesting there may be a preference for Sn substitution into these sites (alternative sites, Ti3 and Ti4, are denoted as "edge sites", as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The calculated ^119^Sn shifts are in reasonable agreement with experiment for single Sn substitutions in both **B** and **C** forms and so cannot prove conclusively which structural model is most accurate. In both cases, two of the unit cell dimensions are relatively short, corresponding to a repeat unit of just two TiO~6~ octahedra. For **B**, substitution of one Sn corresponds to a doping level of 12.5% (i.e., 1/8 of the Ti sites in the unit cell), higher than that in many of the spectra shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The periodic nature of the calculations also results in an artificially ordered structure with O-bridged, alternating Sn and Ti cations along the crystallographic *a* direction. In order to consider the effects of such ordering upon the calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ values (by better isolating substituted Sn cations), an additional set of DFT calculations were also performed on a 2 × 1 × 1 supercell of **B**, termed **B**^**SC**^. Sn/Ti substitutions were made into each of the four distinct Ti sites, giving La~2~Sn~0.125~Ti~1.875~O~7~ (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for more detail). As shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, the calculated ^119^Sn shifts are very similar between **B**^**SC**^ and **B**, and match experiment only for Sn1/Ti1 and Sn2/Ti2 substitutions, again suggesting preferential substitution into these sites. This conclusion is also supported by the relative enthalpies, Δ*H*, of the substituted models, as shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, for each of the three series of calculations. The range of relative enthalpies is relatively small, however, the most stable structures correspond to the same substitutions that produce ^119^Sn shifts in agreement with experiment. Enthalpy differences between the four structures calculated from **B** are given relative to the most thermodynamically stable structure, that is, that with Sn2/Ti2. This is followed by substitution into Ti1 (Δ*H* = 0.01 eV), Ti3 (Δ*H* = 0.05 eV), and finally Ti4 (Δ*H* = 0.11 eV). For the **B**^**SC**^ and **C** models, since these have equivalent composition, Δ*H* can be renormalized to Sn2/Ti2 substitution in **B**^**SC**^, placing both series on the same relative enthalpy scale. While the differences in Δ*H* are again small, the same trend is seen as in the **B** series. For **B**^**SC**^ and **C**, Sn2/Ti2 substitution is most favorable (Δ*H* = 0.00 and 0.04 eV, respectively), then Sn1/Ti1 substitution (Δ*H* = 0.02 and 0.05 eV respectively), Sn3/Ti3 (Δ*H* = 0.07 and 0.07 eV, respectively), and Sn4/Ti4 (Δ*H* = 0.13 and 0.14 eV for **B**^**SC**^ and **C**, respectively). Of further note is that equivalent substitutions in the **C** series are typically of higher enthalpy than in the **B**^**SC**^ series, although Sn substitution appears to amplify this difference, as undoped **B**^**SC**^ is only 0.01 eV more stable than undoped **C**.

The use of supercell calculations based on the monoclinic **B**^**SC**^ structure (and unit cell models based on **C**), with a single Sn substitution, enabled a doping level of 6.25% to be considered computationally and resulted in Sn atoms that are relatively isolated in the structure (i.e., Sn···Sn distances \>7 Å). However, given the suggestion of preferential site substitution raised by the predicted ^119^Sn shifts, the possibility of a nonrandom spatial distribution of Sn (i.e., Sn clustering) should also be considered. Furthermore, a variation in the Sn local environment (e.g., in NNN atoms) might also result in a significant change in δ~iso~ for Sn on Ti3 and Ti4 sites, perhaps bringing these into better agreement with the experimentally measured shifts. To investigate this, a further series of supercell models, each based on **B**^**SC**^ with two Sn atom substitutions, was constructed. In separate supercells, a first Sn/Ti substitution was made for each of Ti1, Ti2, Ti3, and Ti4 sites and a second Sn was substituted into selected Ti sites within a radius of about 6 Å of the first. To limit computational expense, the second Sn atoms within a supercell were placed to account for one from each group of Ti sites at similar distances (and, therefore, assumed to give a similar effect). For example, in the case of Sn1/Ti1 and Sn2/Ti2 substitutions, within the adopted supercell, pairs of these sites lie at distances of 3.860 and 3.940 Å and at 5.694 and 5.700 Å; here, only combinations at 3.940 and 5.700 Å were considered. A total of 16 disubstituted models were thus generated and were subjected to geometry optimization and NMR calculations (see the [Supporting Information, Table S4.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf), for detailed results). Calculated ^119^Sn isotropic chemical shifts are shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and given in [Table S4.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf).

![Plot of relative enthalpy (Δ*H*) against calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ for mono- and disubstituted **B**^**SC**^ models showing the spread associated with disubstituted structures. Sn1 and Sn2 models that fall outside their typical shift ranges are indicated (see the main text for details).](jp-2016-069624_0006){#fig6}

[Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that the variation in local environment introduced in the disubstituted structures results in a wider range of predicted shifts for each Sn site compared to those predicted for monosubstituted **B**^**SC**^ structures. When the Sn NNN environment is varied, the majority of shifts for disubstituted models including Sn/Ti1 and Sn2/Ti2 substitutions remain in good agreement with the signal seen experimentally and with those for the monosubstituted models. For models with Sn3/Ti3 and Sn4/Ti4 all calculated shifts lie outside the signal seen experimentally. Two cases of Sn1/Ti1 and Sn2/Ti2 substitutions appear to result in ^119^Sn shifts outside the experimental range (denoted by arrows in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Although this may be due to a systematic overestimation of the shifts in the calculations (i.e., all are shifted upfield with respect to experiment), this error is minimized by referencing. Alternatively, the arrangement of Sn atoms leading to these shifts may not arise in the experimental system; for the Sn1 shift at −610 ppm, the second Sn is on the Ti3 site, while for the Sn2 shift at −611 ppm, the second Sn is on the Ti4 site. Therefore, since Sn appears to substitute preferentially into the Ti1 and Ti2 sites, these combinations may not occur at any significant level. Finally, it is noted that the level of noise in the experimental spectrum is such that the presence of a low intensity signal around −610 ppm cannot be completely ruled out. No correlations were found between predicted ^119^Sn shifts or relative enthalpies and Sn···Sn internuclear distance and, therefore, no evidence for Sn clustering was found. However, with the trends between δ~iso~ and Δ*H* and Sn/Ti substitution site noted above, it appears the particular site(s) of Sn/Ti substitution, rather than the distance between a given pair of Sn atoms, is the more significant factor affecting these quantities.

[Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} suggests that the signal seen at the highest ^119^Sn chemical shifts experimentally results from Sn2/Ti2 substitution, and that at slightly lower shift to Sn1/Ti1. However, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} reveals that as *x* increases the relative intensity of the signals in these two regions varies, suggesting that, when present at very low concentrations, Sn preferentially substitutes onto the Ti2 site, with the amount of Sn1/Ti1 substitution increasing as the Sn content rises. Although the differences in the calculated enthalpies are small, it should be noted that Sn2/Ti2 substitution (considering the substitution of one atom per cell) does also have the lowest relative enthalpy for **B** and **B**^**SC**^ models.

Although it is clear from [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} that a two-phase region extends in this series to *x* = 1.8, it is not clear from the MAS spectra in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} exactly where the lower boundary of this region lies. To clarify this, ^119^Sn CPMG spectra of samples with *x* = 0.2 and 0.4 were acquired, and are shown as insets in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Although a low intensity signal is observed for *x* = 0.4 at ∼−580 ppm, no signal is seen for *x* = 0.2 (after ∼24 h of acquisition), suggesting that the two-phase region is present from *x* = 0.4 to 1.8.

[Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a plots the %Sn in the pyrochlore and layered perovskite phases against the composition of the initial synthesis mixture. A small increase in the amount of Sn in the layered perovskite phase is observed between *x* = 0.4 and 1.2, before a more significant increase is seen from *x* = 1.4. Above *x* = 1.80, Sn is only found in the layered perovskite phase. Note that the intensity of the peaks attributed to this phase is very low when *x* \< 1, resulting in a significant uncertainty in the measurement. The relative intensity of the two sets of peaks is not able to provide information directly on the proportion of the two phases present, since Sn may not be distributed equally between them. However, the composition of the two phases and, therefore, their proportions can be obtained from the relative intensities of the peaks attributed to the pyrochlore phase. If it is assumed that the peaks at −641, −647, and −653 ppm arise from Sn species with Sn6, Sn5Ti, and Sn4Ti2 NNN environments, their relative intensities can then provide information on the proportions of Sn and Ti present in this phase for each sample. From this, the starting composition and the relative intensities of the total peaks attributed to the pyrochlore and layered perovskite phases, it is then possible to determine both the composition of the layered perovskite phase and the relative proportions of the two phases present for any starting composition. An example calculation is given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf). The proportion (expressed as %) of the two phases present, and their relative compositions, is plotted in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b and c, respectively. Although no significant signal attributed to the layered perovskite phase can be seen when *x* = 0.2, this analysis suggests a very small amount of this phase is present (∼3.5%) but that it contains almost no Sn. The proportion of the layered perovskite phase increases almost linearly as *x* increases, until it is the major phase (after *x* = 1.0) and the only phase after *x* = 1.8. There appears to be a relatively low solid solution limit for Ti into the stannate pyrochlore, with a maximum of ∼7--8% (i.e., La~2~Sn~0.15~Ti~1.85~O~7~), with the variation observed probably resulting from the errors in obtaining accurate relative intensities for compositions where the Sn signal for any one phase is low. There is more variation in the composition of the layered perovskite phase, varying from 100% Ti to 75% Ti as *x* decreases, although the margin of error becomes significant when *x* \< 1.0 owing to the low intensity of the resonance.

![Plots showing (a) the proportion of Sn found in the pyrochlore (pyr) and layered perovskite (lp) phases, (b) the total proportion of pyr and lp phases present in the sample, and (c) the composition of the two phases, as a function of the nominal composition used in the initial synthesis. In (c), the percentages of the Sn and of the Ti in the pyrochlore phase (or the layered perovskite phase) should equal 100%.](jp-2016-069624_0007){#fig7}

In order to undertake the analysis described and produce the results shown in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, it must be assumed that the pyrochlore peaks observed can be attributed solely to NNN environments of Sn6, Sn5Ti, and Sn4Ti2. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} predicted some overlap of signals from differing NNN environments at higher *x* although, as shown in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the relatively low level of Ti that appears to be substituted into this phase supports the validity of the assumption above. The approach used, however, also requires a very accurate analysis of the relative intensities of all three pyrochlore peaks. An alternative approach is possible, requiring only an accurate determination of the intensity of the peak ascribed to an environment with Sn6 NNN (relative to all other signals), but does then assume that there is a random distribution of the B site cations in the pyrochlore phase. If this is true, simple statistics shows that the probability of finding Sn with 6 Sn NNN is directly related to the proportion of Sn in the material (and, therefore, the composition), with *p*(6 Sn NNN) = (*x*/2)^6^ (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) for a more detailed explanation). The relative proportions of each phase present (and their compositions) determined using this alternative approach are almost identical to those determined previously, as shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf), both (i) confirming the validity of the first method (despite the more stringent requirement for accurate relative intensities for all peaks) and (ii) suggesting that the low number of Ti cations in the pyrochlore phase are, indeed, distributed randomly.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

^119^Sn NMR spectroscopy has been used to investigate La~2~(Sn,Ti)~2~O~7~, providing detailed insight into the number and proportion of phases present, and the local atomic-level environments observed. A broad two-phase region is present in the series, with limited solid solution at each end of the compositional range. The conclusions are in broad agreement with powder XRD measurements (shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)). Although the quality of these laboratory data is not sufficient to carry out multiple-phase refinements and determine the proportions and compositions of the phases present, it is clear that the \[222\] reflection of the pyrochlore phase is first seen when *x* = 1.8. Similarly, [Figure S2.1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf) shows evidence of the \[211\] reflection of a La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ based phase when *x* = 0.4, but not at *x* = 0.2. This is in agreement with the ^119^Sn NMR spectra in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, although detailed analysis of the spectral intensities of the pyrochlore phase suggest the possibility of a very small amount (\<3%) of layered perovskite phase present when *x* = 0.2, but that this contains no Sn.

At the Sn-rich end of the series, there appears to be a solid-solution limit of 7--8% of Ti into the pyrochlore phase, and the relative intensities of the spectral resonances seen confirm that the cation substitution is random. This is not the case for Ti-rich layered-perovskite phase, where DFT calculations suggest preferential substitution of Sn into just two of the four distinct Ti sites. These correspond to the sites in the bulk of the perovskite layer, rather than those on the edge. As the Sn content decreases further, substitution into Ti2 appears to be preferred, with this arrangement giving the lowest energy (from DFT) and producing calculated ^119^Sn δ~iso~ that are in best agreement with those seen experimentally. Preferential substitution of Y into La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ was also observed in earlier work using ^89^Y NMR spectroscopy.^[@ref36]^ Four distinct resonances could be identified within the NMR spectrum, attributed to Y substitution onto the four distinct A sites present. The relative intensity of these varied with Y content, suggesting preferential substitution of Y onto two of the four sites at La-rich compositions.^[@ref36]^ There appears to be a maximum of ∼25--30% Sn substitution into the layered perovskite phase in the current work, although the errors inherent in the accurate integration of the spectral resonances as the Sn content increases are larger.

The DFT calculations predict very similar ^119^Sn shifts for Sn substitution into the two proposed models of La~2~Ti~2~O~7~, indicating it is not possible to distinguish between them by NMR spectroscopy. However, it should be noted that the relative energy of the Sn-substituted orthorhombic phase was higher than that of substituted monoclinic cells, suggesting that the latter is a more accurate structural model, in agreement with the conclusions of a number of diffraction-based investigations.^[@ref10]−[@ref13]^

Although we have focused on ^119^Sn NMR in this work, as it has spin quantum number *I* = 1/2, and high-resolution spectra can be easily obtained, it may well be possible to obtain further information from the other (quadrupolar) nuclei present in the materials. While wide-line NMR spectra for ^139^La and ^47/49^Ti could be obtained, the challenges in measuring small changes in very broad lineshapes (and the additional line broadening resulting from the distribution of local environments), makes the extraction of detailed information difficult. However, ^17^O NMR spectroscopy offers an easier, and potentially more informative, approach for studying cation disorder, with O directly coordinated to the cations studied. We are currently investigating the conditions required for quantitative ^17^O enrichment of a range of pyrochlores and related ceramics (including La~2~Ti~2~O~7~ and La~2~Sn~2~O~7~), and the parameters required to ensure quantitative spectra can be obtained. Once successful, we will consider whether ^17^O NMR spectroscopy can provide more detailed information on the cation disorder and preferential substitution in this system.

In summary, this work highlights the detailed information that is available from accurate analysis of quantitative NMR spectra and confirms the advantages of a NMR crystallography approach for structural characterization, with the combination of NMR, XRD and DFT calculations able to provide a detailed picture of phase distribution, composition, and cation ordering in ceramic oxides.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962).Further information on the proposed structural models of La~2~Ti~2~O~7~, powder XRD analysis, slow MAS and CSA-amplified PASS spectra, DFT calculations, and spectral analysis ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.6b06962/suppl_file/jp6b06962_si_001.pdf)).
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